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Abstract

To better understand traumatic brain injury (TBI), it is necessary to correlate with injuries, which are observed from in vivo laboratory experiments, to brain mechanical responses, which can so far be best predicted by finite element (FE) models. Firstly, a previously validated FE model was improved to investigate the effect of repeated impacts and lateral movements on brain responses to ensure the accuracy and reproducibility of controlled cortical impact (CCI) across different labs. Then, a new FE mouse brain model with the detailed three-dimensional (3D), non-linear vasculature was developed to study how the vasculature affected brain response in CCI and predicted vasculature responses. Lastly, the correlation between brain mechanical strains and microvessel injury induced by CCI was investigated. In summary, the biomechanics of CCI was further characterized and a new mouse brain model with detailed vasculature was developed to understand brain mechanics and microvessel damage.
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Summary for Lay Audience

To better understand traumatic brain injury (TBI), it is necessary to correlate with injuries, which are observed from in vivo laboratory experiments, to brain mechanical responses, which can so far be best predicted by finite element (FE) models. The efforts of developing high-quality finite element (FE) head models have been conducted to increase the understanding of brain injury mechanism. In previous FE models, the brain was modeled without the whole three-dimensional (3D) vasculature and the result of the structural influence of the vasculature was contradictory, mainly because the brain vasculature network is of high complexity and is difficult to investigate. Also, very little was known on how the vasculature affects brain response under the open-skull controlled cortical impact (CCI), which is one of the most widely used in vivo laboratory neurotrauma models to observe focal brain injuries. In order to better understand CCI, a previously validated FE mouse brain model was improved to investigate the effect of repeated impacts and lateral movements on brain responses during CCI. The repeated impacts had minimal effect on peak strains. The lateral movements of the tip, however, greatly increased brain strains and affected large brain regions. Hence, it is necessary to monitor and control lateral movements to ensure the accuracy and reproducibility of CCI, for which no existing CCI devices can deliver, posting an opportunity for future developments. Then, a new FE mouse brain model with the detailed 3D, non-linear vasculature was developed to study how the vasculature affected brain response in CCI and predicted vasculature responses. Interestingly, the contribution of the vasculature on brain strains in CCI was limited, with less than 5% of changes by comparing brain models with and without vasculature. Lastly, CCI is a focal injury that induces microvessel damage in the cortical region. Hence, the correlation between brain mechanical strains and microvessel injury in CCI was investigated. In summary, the biomechanics of CCI was further characterized and a new mouse brain model with detailed vasculature was developed to understand brain mechanics and microvessel damage.
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Chapter 1

1 Introduction

1.1 Traumatic brain injury (TBI)

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is the main cause of death and severe disability worldwide with millions of people in different age groups, most of which suffered from TBI are young adults caused by vehicle accidents and the older people by falling. In the USA, the incidence of TBI has been reported at around 1.6 million, with the 52,000 deaths and 80,000 severe neurological disabilities annually [1]. For every mortality, more survivors suffered mild to moderate brain injury than severe injury, with short-term and long-term consequences of TBI, including the cognitive deficits and behavioral abnormalities. Although TBI is a big and severe medical problem with the enormous financial burden, the brain injury mechanism of TBI has not been fully understood.

1.2 The mouse head anatomy and vasculature

Human volunteers could provide some valuable data in the understanding of live brain but the responses of live human brain under injurious impact conditions are still rare, due to ethical and practical concerns. Thus, animal brain injury experimental data, especially mouse data, which were obtained under well-defined experiments, could greatly help to understand the mechanisms of TBI [2]. Also, animals like mice can be used to investigate various behaviors and assess the brain structure and pathways which are like those in human TBI [3-7]. Many mouse TBI models such as controlled cortical impact (CCI), and fluid percussion (FP) have successfully reproduced axonal injuries, vasculature damage and blood brain barrier (BBB) damage [8]. Furthermore, the advantage of using the mouse model under brain-injury experiment is small size, low cost, and availability of acquiring standard data [8].

1.2.1 Mouse head anatomy

The mouse head includes the hardest material (the skull) and the softest material (the brain). Unlike heart and muscles which can deform without damage under load condition, the
brain could not deform much under the same loading. The brain consists of many complicated anatomical components. The main components are cerebral cortex, hippocampus, thalamus, and brainstem. The cortex controls memory [9]. The cerebrum affects the speak, visual and spatial abilities [10]. The brainstem contains midbrain, pons, and medulla. The hippocampus, which is under the cortex, is important to the learning and memory abilities [10]. The thalamus is essential to cognitive processing [11]. The soft brain tissue includes gray and white matter. Gray matter includes neuron cells, glial cells, capillaries, neuropil, and neuron dendrites. White matter is composed of myelinated axons and named due to the color of myelin.

1.2.2 The vasculature morphology

The brain vasculature has a layered membrane structure to cover the entire brain. Brain tissue outside the arachnoid membrane is supplied with blood by the external carotid artery. The tissue from the inside arachnoid is perfused by the internal carotid and vertebral arteries, which flow through the bottom of the skull through a structure called the circle of Willis. There are four main arteries and branches to create a network of small arteries and capillaries over the brain lobes, some along the sulci, while others cross over them [12, 13]. The mouse brain vasculature is shown in Figure 1.1 [14]. Some of the major arteries and veins are identified in the image. Specifically, the arteries forming the circle of Willis can be seen at the bottom image. The arteries include internal carotid arteries (ICA), middle cerebral arteries (MCA), anterior cerebral arteries (ACA), olfactory artery, superior cerebellar arteries (SCA), basilar artery, and vertebral arteries. The veins depicted include transverse sinus and superior sagittal sinus. Large blood vessels in the subarachnoid space divided into small arteries downward into the cortex to join the cortical capillary plexus [15]. The gray matter contains more vascular than white matter [13, 16]. The cortical veins are formed by cortical capillaries draining into veins or venules in subarachnoid, returning though The Great Vein of Galen [17]. Veins form bridging veins from subarachnoid space to dural venous sinus. Bridging veins connect the cerebral veins to the superior sagittal sinus, including 11 pairs in the superior sagittal space.
For the blood vessel in deep circulation, the arteries supply blood to the brain and venules drain the venous blood into the sinus. The arteries supply nutrients and oxygen to brain tissue and the veins take the bio-waste from the brain [18].

![Mouse brain vasculature](image)

**Figure 1.1** Mouse brain vasculature. Top left is the sagittal view. Top right is the dorsal view and the bottom is the ventral view [14].

### 1.2.3 Material property of vasculature

The investigation of the mechanical property of blood vessels has lasted more than one hundred years. Until now, blood vessels have been proved to be nonlinear, concave-upward, almost incompressible with stress-strain property based on the assumption of cylindrical orthotropy [19, 20]. However, there is a big limitation that many investigations were focused on the arteries because the relatively smaller size of veins provides much difficulty in experiments [21, 22]. To represent a nonlinear property of blood vessel, various material models and investigations have been proposed in the literature.
The Fung model (1981) was written with the Lagrangian stress $T$, uniaxial Green Lagrange strain $E$ and uniaxial stretch ratio $\lambda$ (Eqn. 1). The material constants of arteries and veins $\alpha$ and $C$ are obtained from Levenberg-Marquardt (The MathWorks Inc., 1994). The experimental stress-strain curves are found [23].

$$T = \alpha E C \lambda \exp(\alpha E^2)$$

(1)

This Fung model had a limitation. For the small strain, the model gave a similar response in compression and tension. However, for large strain, the stress-strain relations gave a stronger response in tension than in compression, which could be explained by neglecting the compressive stiffness of collagen fibers. But no experiment investigation was found in the compressive and bulking response of vasculature.

According to Monson (2001), quasi-static and dynamic tensile tests to create experimental stress-strain curves and the cerebral blood vessel property were conducted [24]. A typical stress-strain curve is shown in Figure 1.2 [25]. In this study, the typical concave-upward stress-strain curves were found in both arteries and veins. The strain rate of arteries and veins have remarkable different between quasi-static and dynamic test. The ultimate stress and strain of arteries and vein in quasi-static were somewhat lower than those in the dynamic test. The results demonstrated that longitudinally strain rate was quite important in the material model of the vasculature, especially for veins. Also, post-mortem could affect the vessel stiffness because the arteries resected from the autopsy were stiffer than those from surgery. Similar results were concluded from the previous investigations on large arteries [26, 27]. They proved that cranial arteries were much stiffer than veins and extracranial vessels. The strain rate of human bridging veins was studied by Lee and Haut, concluding there was no rate dependence for the ultimate strain and stress. However, their results were obviously different with data of vein by Monson et al. (2000), proving that different structure of cranial veins didn’t have a similar strain rate [24]. A continuous investigation by Monson (2005) stated that the sources and sizes of vessel affected vessel stiffness, which should be careful in defining the material property of vasculature.
1.3 Biomechanical methods to study TBI

To better understand TBI, various animal neurotrauma experimental models such as CCI [28-31] and FP [32-34], and finite element (FE) models have been developed to explore the tissue-level responses of the brain due to impacts.

1.3.1 Animal open-skull neurotrauma experimental models

1.3.1.1 Controlled cortical impact (CCI)

CCI is an open-skull focal injury model that induces a cortical contusion. One of the main advantages of CCI model is that impact parameters, such as depth, velocity, duration, and craniotomy, can be well controlled. In general, CCI is considered as a single, well-controlled event driven by an electromagnetic or pneumatic actuator. The illustration of the controlled cortical impact model is shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.2 The curve fitting of the constitutive model proposed by Fung (1981) for arteries (black line) and veins (gray line) compared with the stress-strain relations experimentally determined those by Monson (2001) [25].
Figure 1.3 Illustration of the controlled cortical impact model [34].

1.3.1.2 Fluid percussion (FP) injury model

The FP injury model is the most commonly used mouse TBI brain model to induce a focal-diffuse brain injury like those in human closed-head TBI [32-34]. An anesthetized animal undergoes a craniotomy to show the intact dura matter of the brain. There was a hollow female luer lock sealed over the craniotomy, by which the animal was connected to fluid percussion. The adjustable hammer pendulum of the fluid percussion device released and stroked the piston located at the end of a fluid-filled horizontal cylinder.
Then a fluid pulse was produced and transmitted from the opposite end of the cylinder onto the brain [35]. The illustration of FP injury is shown in Figure 1.4.

![Illustration of fluid percussion injury model](image)

**Figure 1.4 Illustration of fluid percussion injury model [34].**

### 1.3.2 Finite element (FE) model

Brain injury data in the experimental models can be measured and used to investigate the mechanisms of TBI [36, 37]. Meanwhile, it is almost impossible to directly observe intracranial stress/strain responses in vivo. Therefore, FE models have been used to study brain mechanical responses and injury mechanisms. Also, FE model could predict mechanics-related head injury. These injuries include acute damages such as brain laceration and acute vessel breakage. Furthermore, FE model could help to understand the mechanical changes after the TBI, when brain neuronal damages such as axonal damage, dendrite activation, and cell damage, usually happen. However, these complicated biological process remains unknown. Thus, the high-quality FE head model provides the opportunity to see the mechanical world of the brain and predict brain damage.

In the study by Mao et al. [37], a detailed 3D FE rat brain model was used to investigate the intracranial brain mechanical response where the high occurrence of neuronal loss
was observed around the cortical regions (Figure 1.5). This developed rat brain model was further improved by incorporating some features such as a layer of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), vasculature and others for the simulation of FP, CCI, and Closed-head Impact Mode of Engineered Rotational Acceleration (CHIMERA).

![Figure 1.5 The developed finite element rat brain model [2].](image)

### 1.4 Brain biomechanics of vasculature

The roles of the vasculature in the dynamic response of the brain were studied by several teams. However, confounding observations on the effect of the vessel have been reported and are summarized as follows. In a study by Ho et al. [25], three 3D FE models (without vessels, with linear-elastic vessels and with non-linear elastic vessels) were developed to study the dynamic responses of the brain under the rotational and translational acceleration impulses. Small reductions in the peak average strain were found in the models with vessels compared to the non-vessel model, with 2% reduction for non-linear elastic vasculature model and 5% for linear elastic vasculature model. This result illustrated that there was a small effect of the structural vasculature on brain response. However, other studies showed that the influences of the vasculature were remarkable. In the study by Zhang et al. [38], two 2D FE human head models were developed. Model 1 includes the skull, dura mater, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), tentorium, brain tissue, and the parasagittal bridging veins. Based on Model 1, Model 2 further included main branches of cerebral arteries. Maximum principal strain (MPS) shear strain (SS) and intracranial pressure (ICP) were studied under two load conditions with linear and rotational accelerations. The overall reduction in MPS was around 37% compared Model 2 to
Model 1. SS in Model 2 was lower than those in Model 1 with the range from 7.4% to 36%. On the other hand, a similar study was done by Omori et al. [39] and their results were different from Zhang et al. Higher shear stress and SS were occurred in Model 2 including bridging vein and a major branch of an anterior cerebral artery because of tethering effect of the vasculature.

Under extremely high-rate blast loading conditions, in the study of the effect of blood vessel networks on dynamic responses of the brain by Hua et al. [40], using an FE human brain head model without vessel networks and an FE human brain model with statistically distributed 1D vessel elements. They found that the with-vessel model could predict higher strains in the brain, especially in the region with high vessel density (corpus callosum and brainstem). In the periphery region (cortex), there was a minimal difference in brain response between with and without vessel network models.

Unnikrishnan et al. [41], studied the effect of the 3D network of brain vasculature using rat brain FE model under blast overpressure. They found that including vasculature into rat FE model largely reduced the peak strain in cerebrum, cerebellum, and brainstem. Greatly strain reduction was found when using the human-brain properties in the FE simulation. They suggested that incorporating the vasculature into rat brain had a remarkable influence on brain strain under blast loading.

1.5 Objective

To better understand brain injury mechanism of open-skull, high-rate CCI, as well as the effect of brain vasculature, a previously validated FE mouse brain model was improved to incorporate vasculature modeling. The objectives of the research were to: 1) evaluate how the repeated impacts and lateral movements of CCI, which were observed in recent experimental measurements but have long been neglected and not reported, affect internal brain stresses/strains -- which are the direct cause of neuronal damage and affect the accuracy and reproducibility of CCI; 2) investigate how the detailed vasculature affect brain tissue responses on focal injuries; and 3) evaluate the intracranial mechanical responses within cortical brain regions where the remarkable 3D cerebral microvascular length density changes during CCI.
1.6 Thesis structure

Chapter 2 describes the effect of repeated impacts and lateral tip movements on brain responses in CCI by improving a previously validated FE mouse brain model.

Chapter 3 describes how the detailed vasculature affected brain tissue responses in open-skull focal injuries. A new FE mouse brain model with a detailed 3D, non-linear vasculature was developed. The contribution of the vasculature on brain strains in CCI was quantified by comparing brain models with and without vasculature.

Chapter 4 describes the intracranial mechanical responses within cortical brain regions where the remarkable 3D cerebral microvascular length density changes in CCI was found. The FE model-predicted intracranial strains were compared with the observed in vivo vessel length density. The correlation between the vessel length density and the predicted MPS of the microvascular in CCI was investigated.

Chapter 5 concludes the main findings of this study, lists the limitations and introduces the future study. The importance of the current study is also discussed.
Chapter 2

2 Quantifying the effect of repeated impacts and lateral tip movements on brain responses during controlled cortical impact

The effect of repeated impacts and lateral movements on brain responses during controlled cortical impact (CCI) was investigated using a previously validated, highly detailed three-dimensional (3D) finite element (FE) mouse brain model.

2.1 Introduction

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is the main cause of death and severe disability worldwide affecting millions of people in different age groups. Generally, TBI happens when external forces such as those from sports-related head impacts, blast waves, vehicle accidents, and falls produce responses to the brain that exceeds its tolerance. Although TBI is identified as a severe medical problem, the injury mechanisms of TBI have not been fully understood. Partially due to this, effective treatments of TBI are still lacking. Continued investigations are needed using experimental TBI pre-clinical models.

Animal TBI models are widely used to study the pathogenetic, behavioral and histopathologic changes of TBI in a controlled and efficient manner. Many types of neurotrauma experiments have been developed in past decades, including CCI [28-31], weight-drop models [42-44], fluid percussion (FP) [32-34], blast injury models [45, 46] and closed-head impact model such as closed-head impact model of engineered rotational acceleration (CHIMERA) [36]. Each of these models simulates the certain histopathological and functional outcomes of clinical TBI. Among them CCI is a focal injury model that induces a cortical contusion. The proper model should be carefully chosen by researchers to represent human responses of TBI [47].
One of the main advantages of the CCI model is that impact parameters, such as depth, velocity, duration, and craniotomy, can be well controlled. In general, CCI is considered as a single, well-controlled event driven by an electromagnetic or pneumatic actuator. Since its adaption to rodents [48], CCI has been widely used among labs on various species including swine and primates [49]. Recently, due to greater portability (without a gas tank), the electromagnetic CCI devices have become commercially available [50-52]. However, a recent study using high-speed videography to evaluate five electromagnetic CCI devices brought about an awareness of repeated impacts and lateral tip movements during the supposedly single, axial CCI impact [30]. These repeated impacts and lateral tip movements might affect the accuracy and reproducibility of CCI as the complex tip movements would produce a greater degree CCI injury than a larger-diameter tip did [30]. Furthermore, repeated impacts of the tip were observed in both electromagnetic and pneumatic CCI devices [50].

Generally, the brain tissue response of CCI can be studied by physical, experimental and finite element (FE) models. Due to the difficulty of directly observe intracranial deformations, particularly in vivo, FE models work as efficient and reliable tools to investigate detailed brain tissue stretches/strains. These brain tissue responses are directly linked to neuronal/vascular/axonal damage and cell death [37, 53, 54]. In the study by Mao et al. [37], a detailed 3D FE rat brain model was used to investigate the intracranial mechanical brain response where the high occurrence of neuronal loss was observed around the cortical regions. In addition, delayed cell death was also studied and found to be related to initial mechanical stretches [55] using a brain tissue slice culture model.
Hence, using an FE model to understand brain tissue responses helps further reveal the mechanisms of TBI.

Here we used an established FE mouse brain model [55, 56] to investigate how the repeated impacts and lateral tip movements affected brain responses. Based on the previous studies on the electromagnetically driven CCI devices [30], our hypothesis is that the lateral movements of CCI impactor tip could affect brain stress/strain predictions while the effect of repeated impacts remains unknown. Also, we used a high-speed camera to record tip movements of a pneumatically driven CCI device. We simulated three loading conditions using the FE mouse brain model. Three brain regions including the cortex, corpus callosum and hippocampus were selected to compare model predicted maximum principal strain (MPS). Then the influence of concerned repeated impacts and the lateral tip movements were quantified.

2.2 Method

2.2.1 Investigation of the effect of repeated impacts and lateral movements

The effect of repeated impacts and lateral movements on brain strain responses was evaluated by comparing the results from three Loading conditions simulated using the FE mouse brain model: Loading condition 1 with an ideal CCI impact along the impact axis, Loading condition 2 with repeated impacts, and Loading condition 3 with both repeated impacts and lateral movements.
The FE mesh: The previously developed rat and mouse brain finite element models [55, 56] contained most of the anatomically essential features of the rodent brain, including the skull, dura matter, pia matter, hippocampus, corpus callosum, medulla oblongata, cerebral cortex, ventricle, internal capsule, cerebellum, spinal cord, optic tract, olfactory, pons, thalamus, and hypothalamus with a total of 255,700 hexahedral and 258 thousand solid elements. Element has a spatial resolution of 150 to 250 microns with an average of 200 microns approximately.

The FE boundary: The skull was assumed as rigid shell elements with the skull being held in still mimicking laboratory testing condition. The dura layer was directly connected to the nodes of the skull inner surface. For the interface between the brain and skull, there was a contact between PAC and dura using “CONTACT_AUTOMATIC_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE” in LS-DYNA (LSTC, Livermore, CA). A pia-arachnoid complex (PAC) including the pia and arachnoid membranes was modelled by a single layer of shell elements. The PAC was directly connected to the nodes of the brain outer surface.

The FE validation: The rat brain model was validated against the peak brain deformation data of CCI [56]. The mouse brain model was scaled based on the rat brain model. The correlations between experimentally observed injuries and input parameters, model responses and experimental injuries in CCI have been estimated [56]. Also, these FE models were well correlated through the linear relationship between the mechanical brain tissue strain and neural cell death [37]. The mouse brain model has been previously used to evaluate the effect of flat-shape and sphere-shaped impactor tips during CCI [55] and a CCI with reduced impact rate [57] demonstrating correlations between brain strain
predictions and histopathology observations. The same mouse brain model was used in this study.

2.2.2 FE simulation of electromagnetically driven CCI

For the electromagnetically driven CCI, we digitized the high-speed image data from the published trajectories of five devices (Impact One, Leica Biosystems, Concord, Ontario, Canada). Two kinds of stereotaxic devices were used: devices a, b, c with Stoelting stereotaxic device (Stoelting Co, Wood Dale, Illinois, USA) and devices d, e with a MyNeuroLab stereotaxic device (Leica Biosystems) [30].

The CCI simulations were conducted in LS-DYNA (Livermore Software Technology Corporation, Livermore, CA USA). By digitizing high-speed images of CCI device a and using reported experimental setups [30]. We simulated a 3 mm diameter flat tip impactor with 1 mm above the craniotomy. A 5 mm diameter craniotomy centered at 3.0 mm posterior to the bregma and 2.5 mm lateral to the midline was removed from the skull. We digitized the lateral movement curves from 5 devices (a, b, c, d, and e) along with the same vertical movement curve of the device a.

According to Saatman et al. [58], the impact depths of CCI in mouse were 0.5 mm and 1 mm. Also, the increased impact depths of 1 mm, 1.5mm and 2mm were used by Schwetye et al. [59]. In general, it was observed that 1 mm impact depth was frequently used [60, 61], and was referred in this study. For Loading condition 1, the impact speed was 5 m/s and the impact depth was controlled at 1 mm. For Loading conditions 2 and 3, the time-vertical position and time-horizontal position curves of CCI device tip movement were digitized from the experimentally measured CCI impactor tip trajectory
as shown in Figure 2.1a (device a). The vertical movement curve was adapted to the maximum impact depth of 1 mm [30].

The displacement-time curves of the CCI device tip were adopted in Loading condition 2 with repeated impacts using *BOUNDARY_PRESCRIBED_MOTION_RIGID_LOCAL available in LS-DYNA to control the CCI tip movements. CCI injuries of three loading conditions were simulated for 5 ms that includes the largest two repeated impacts and the largest lateral movements. Our test simulations demonstrated the highest MPS of the brain happened in 5 ms. Simulation results were plotted at every 0.1 ms. We investigated brain biomechanical responses for three models and quantified the effect of lateral movement and second impact at the tissue level using MPS.

2.2.3 High-speed imaging of pneumatically driven CCI

A pneumatically driven CCI device (TBI-0310 Impactor, Precision Systems, and Instrumentation, Fairfax Station, Virginia, United States) with a 2 Axis manual stereotaxic frame position controller was used, which was purchased in 2014. Tracker video analysis software (National Science Foundation, Alexandria, Virginia, United States) was used to analyze images recorded by a high-speed camera (Fastcam SA6, Photron Limited, Tokyo, Japan) at 10,000 frame/second. During video recording, we placed the camera on a stable table that is separated from the CCI device to avoid vibrations included by the impact. Poron cushioning material (2 cm thick, Rogers Corporation, Beijing, China) was used as the target. The marker was located in the center of the length of a 10-mm long, 3-mm diameter impactor tip. Data such as time and the impactor tip’s position were calculated by the software. The impact velocity and depth were set as 5 m/s and 1mm, with a dwell duration of 500 ms.
2.2.4 FE simulation of pneumatically driven CCI

The same FE mouse brain model and three CCI loading conditions were used for investigating the pneumatic CCI device. For Loading condition 1, an ideal axial CCI impact was simulated. For Loading conditions 2 and 3, the time-vertical position and time-horizontal position curves of CCI device tip movements were harvested from the experimentally measured CCI impactor tip trajectory as shown in Figure 2.1b.

![Figure 2.1](image)

**Figure 2.1** Time-position profiles in electromagnetically and pneumatically driven CCI devices. (a) Example of the trajectory of an electromagnetically driven CCI tip (device a), digitized from Kim et al., 2018 [30]. (b) The videography of the x and y plane movements of the tip from the in-house pneumatically driven CCI device. CCI: controlled cortical impact.

2.2.5 FE mouse brain material property

The linearly viscoelastic material law has been used in modeling the brain tissue simplifying the simulation. Eqn. 2 was used to calculate the shear modulus of a linearly viscoelastic material $G(t)$

$$G(t) = G_\infty + (G_0 - G_\infty) e^{\beta t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)
Where $G_0$ and $G_\infty$ are the short-term and long-term shear moduli, respectively. The decay constant and the duration are given by $\beta$ and $t$, respectively. A previously developed FE mouse model was used. More detailed material properties can be referred to in previous publications [55, 56].

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Electromagnetically driven CCI

The MPS contours at the time of maximum impact depth were illustrated in Figure 2.2. Similar strain contours were observed in both Loading condition 1 and Loading condition 2. The high MPS spread from the cortical layer into the deep brain in an ellipsoidal mode. Most of the high MPS regions of Loading condition 1 and Loading condition 2 were in the region directly under the impactor site (Figure 2.2a & b). Compared with Loading conditions 1 and 2, larger areas of MPSs were found in Loading condition 3. Also, some brain tissues were squeezed between the impactor and the edge of the craniotomy in Loading condition 3 (Figure 2.2c). These results show that the lateral tip movements not only affect the spatial distribution of the MPS responses, but also increase local brain tissue deformations while the repeated impact has minimal influence.
Brain strain
(Electromagnetic 5m/s 1mm, literature device a)

Figure 2.2 Comparison of the maximum principal strain contours of the brain for three models for an electromagnetically driven CCI device. Distribution of strain predicted by (a) LC1, ideal impact along the impact axis; (b) LC2, with repeated impacts; and (c) LC3, with both repeated impacts and lateral movements. LC: loading condition.

Three locations underneath the CCI impact site were selected to study the local effect of repeated impact and lateral tip movement (Figure 2.3a). These regions represent the cerebral cortex, corpus callosum, and hippocampus. The strain value, by default, was the averaged value of four elements in the same location. The predicted MPS in those three regions were compared in Figure 2.3b. The predicted MPS in Loading condition 1 (0.22 ± 0.09) was slightly higher than that in Loading condition 2 (0.19 ± 0.08), probably because the 1st impact depth (0.78 mm) in Loading condition 2 was less than the impact depth (1 mm) in Loading condition 1 even if the second impact depth in Loading condition 2 also reached 1 mm. These results indicated that repeated impacts had minimal effect on the brain and the MPS was mainly determined with the first impact depth. As indicated in Figure 2.3b, the predicted MPS ranged from 0.15 to 0.32 for Loading condition 1, 0.13 to 0.28 for Loading condition 2, and 0.24 to 0.52 for Loading condition 3. The cortex region in Loading condition 3 has the highest MPS (0.52), followed by the corpus callosum (0.27), and the hippocampus (0.24). Comparing Loading condition 2 to Loading condition 3, the largest MPS increase was in the cortex region (84.3%) followed
by corpus callosum (74.5%) and hippocampus (78.3%) (Figure 2.3b). It’s concluded that the larger effect of lateral tip movements on predicted MPS was in the regions closer to the impact site than the deep brain regions.

![Brain regions diagram](image)

**Figure 2.3** (a) Three brain regions (the cerebral cortex, corpus callosum, and hippocampus) were investigated for the strain response. (b) Comparison of maximum principal strain for three regions in LC1, LC2 and LC3 over the entire brain for an electromagnetic driven CCI device. LC: loading condition. CCI: controlled cortical impact.

Figure 2.4 depicts MPS histories in the brain. For Loading condition 2, the first impact induced slightly higher strains than the second impact did (Figure 2.4a) even though the first impact depth of 0.78 mm was smaller than the second impact depth of 1 mm. On the other hand, the highest MPS was observed in Loading condition 3 with three peaks (Figure 2.4a), illustrating that lateral movements had a large influence on model-predicted MPS. Figure 2.4b shows the time histories of average MPS for five CCI devices (a, b, c, d and e). Significantly higher MPS (0.36) was predicted in device a with the largest lateral movement. Similar time histories of MPS curves were found in device b, c, d, and e. Results suggested that the larger lateral tip movement in CCI would predict higher MPS responses.
Figure 2.4 (a) Comparison of the histories of averaged maximum principal strain in LC1, LC2 and LC3 for an electromagnetic driven CCI device. (b) The time histories of average maximum principal strain predicted by the finite element model for five CCI devices (a, b, c, d, and e) for an electromagnetic driven CCI device. LC: loading condition. CCI: controlled cortical impact.

Five locations in the cortex were selected to further study the effect of the lateral movement on brain responses (Figure 2.5). According to Pleasant et al. [55], four elements were chosen for each location in the cortex: two in layer 4 and two in layer 5. Region C represented the center region under the impact tip. Region B and D were below the two sides of the impactor tip. Region A and E were outside of the impact site. The predicted MPS ranged from 0.14 to 0.45 in Loading condition 1, 0.11 to 0.44 in Loading condition 2, and 0.16 to 0.75 in Loading condition 3. Region D in Loading condition 3 had the highest MPS of 0.75 due to the large lateral movement. The predicted MPS of the cortex in Loading condition 1 (0.32 ± 0.14) was slightly higher than that in Loading condition 2 (0.27 ± 0.14), and the highest MPS was observed in Loading condition 3 (0.45 ± 0.25), indicating that repeated impacts had minimal effects on cortex strain, but lateral movements had large influence on cortex strain.
Figure 2.5 Comparison of maximum principal strain for five cortical regions in the cortex for an electromagnetically driven CCI device. CCI: controlled cortical impact.

The FE-predicted contusion volumes for five devices were listed in Table 2.1. For device a, the estimated contusion volumes using an MPS threshold of 0.3 were 17.86 mm$^3$ in Loading condition 1, 17.25 mm$^3$ in Loading condition 2, and 25.86 mm$^3$ in Loading condition 3. These results indicated that the repeated impacts nearly didn’t affect the contusion volumes because similar contusion volumes were found between Loading condition 1 and Loading condition 2. Comparing contusion volume between Loading condition 3 and Loading condition 2, lateral tip movement increased the contusion volume by about 50%. For all five electromagnetic CCI devices, the largest contusion volume was found in device a (25.86 mm$^3$) with 1.38 mm lateral tip movement, followed by device e (20.28 mm$^3$) with 0.4 mm movement, device b (18.58 mm$^3$) with 0.34 mm movement, device c (18.28 mm$^3$) with 0.19 mm movement, and device d (17.49 mm$^3$) with 0.18 mm movement. There was a positive linear relationship between lateral tip movement and contusion volume in the CCI mouse FE model (Figure 2.6).
Table 2.1 FE model-predicted contusion volume for five CCI devices (a, b, c, d, and e). CCI: controlled cortical impact.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Loading condition 1</th>
<th>Loading condition 2</th>
<th>Loading condition 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>17.86</td>
<td>17.25</td>
<td>25.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>18.58</td>
<td>18.28</td>
<td>17.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>18.28</td>
<td>17.49</td>
<td>20.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>17.49</td>
<td>20.28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>20.28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Effect plot for contusion volume**  
*(Electromagnetic 5m/s 1mm, literature device a)*

![Effect plot for contusion volume](image)
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**Figure 2.6** The effect of lateral tip movement on the contusion volume in CCI for an electromagnetically driven CCI device. CCI: controlled cortical impact.

The time histories curves of predicted average MPS in devices b, c, d and e were close at the initial 3.5 ms and demonstrated some variances (0.2 - 0.24) in the last 1.5 ms (Figure 2.4b). Similar to the MPS changes, the contusion volumes of these four devices demonstrated variances from 17.49 to 20.28 (Table 2.1).
2.3.2 Pneumatically driven CCI

The MPS contours of the brain were illustrated in Figure 2.7. Similar strain contours were observed in both Loading condition 1 and Loading condition 2. The high MPS spread from the cortical layer into the deep brain in an ellipsoidal mode. Compared with Loading condition 1 and Loading condition 2, larger areas of MPSs were found in Loading condition 3. Different from electronic CCI, pneumatic CCI demonstrated a tip movement of 0.95 mm at a later time and a tip movement of 0.48 mm initially, which were both smaller than 1.4 mm as measured from the electronic CCI device a. The results from the pneumatically driven CCI and electromagnetically driven CCI both demonstrated that the lateral tip movements not only affected the spatial distribution of the MPS responses, but also increased local brain tissue deformations while the repeated impacts had minimal influence.

Figure 2.7 Comparison of the maximum principal strain contours across LC1, LC2, and LC3. For LC2 and LC3, both the initial and later 5-ms time windows were simulated as
High-speed videos demonstrated that there were larger lateral tip movements at the later stage. According, brain areas with high strains were largest for the later 5-ms time window at LC3. LC: loading condition. CCI: controlled cortical impact.

The cortex, corpus callosum, and hippocampus were selected to study the local effect of repeated impact and lateral tip movement (Figure 2.3a). The predicted MPS was compared in (Figure 2.8). For the initial 5-ms time window, the predicted MPS in Loading condition 1 (0.22 ± 0.09) was slightly lower than that in Loading condition 2 (0.24 ± 0.09). For the later 5-ms time window, the predicted MPS in Loading condition 1 was also slightly lower than that in Loading condition 2 (0.23 ± 0.07). Compared with the predicted MPS in Loading condition 3 for the initial 5 ms (0.31±0.10), the predicted MPS in Loading condition 3 in later 5 ms (0.33± 0.14) was largest due to the maximum lateral movements (0.95 mm).

Figure 2.8 Comparison of maximum principal strain for three regions in LC1, LC2, and LC3. LC3 at the later 5-ms time window produced highest strains. LC: loading condition.
2.4 Discussion

Three loading conditions -- which included Loading condition 1 with ideal impact along the impact axis, Loading condition 2 with repeated impacts and Loading condition 3 with both repeated impacts and lateral tip movements -- were studied to investigate the effects of repeated impacts and lateral tip movements on brain strains. In general, predicted MPSs were similar between Loading condition 1 and Loading condition 2, indicating that the repeated impacts had minimal effect on brain strains. Higher MPSs were observed in Loading condition 3 with larger high-strain areas than those in Loading condition 1 and 2, indicating lateral tip movements increased brain strains. Overall, our results suggest that the strain predictions are largely affected by the lateral movement of the CCI impactor tip while the influence of the second impact on brain peak strain is limited.

The effect of repeated impacts during CCI is of particular interest to concussion research because repeated impacts have been reported to induce concussions [62-64]. Meanwhile, CCI has been adopted to induced closed head injury that mimics mild TBI [65]. However, it should be noted that the time intervals during the repeated impacts for concussion cases are as short as one day [66, 67] or longer [68]. Different time intervals affect the degree of brain damage caused by repeated impacts. Petraglia et al. reported that mice with six repeated impacts daily in seven days had increased anxiety, risk-taking behavior, and depression-like behaviors compared to a single impact [69]. Friess et al. found that the repeated head injury with one-day interval could worsen performance of the cognitive function in piglets compared to impacts with seven-day interval [70]. Meanwhile, Haar et al. demonstrated that repeated brain injury could reduce behavioral deficits given two weeks to recover [71]. Allen et al. proved that repeated mild brain
injury at the same site had no effect on motor function with three tests every two days [72]. Compared to these referred time intervals, the repeated impact during CCI happens in milliseconds and its effect remains to be investigated.

The MPSs were greatest in Loading condition 3 incorporating the lateral tip movements. The lateral movements from the pneumatically driven CCI were small at the initial stage (0.48 mm) but got larger at the later stage (0.95 mm). Accordingly, larger strains were produced at the later stage.

The significance of the current study for a better understanding and use of CCI can be described as follows. First, caution should be practiced when comparing CCI results among different labs without knowing brain tissue responses. As an example, a CCI with 1-mm impact depth may lead to remarkable intracranial tissue responses with MPS (0.15-0.52) if considering lateral tip movement (Figure 2.3b). Thus, a report of lateral movement is recommended besides reporting CCI parameters including impact depth, impact velocity, impactor tip shape and size, and craniotomy.

Second, the FE mouse brain model helps to understand the effect of repeated impacts on brain tissue responses. It was very difficult to explore the brain tissue response during CCI, not to mention exploring brain tissue response under repeated impacts with a time interval of several milliseconds. This study adopts an FE mouse model and helps to understand how the repeated impacts in milliseconds affect the tissue strain. Our data is unique in the literature, to the best of our knowledge. Even though the simulations of repeated impacts lacked validation, the technique we used to simulate CCI on the mouse
brain has been found to provide valid predictions when comparing brain strains to brain
damage observed through histopathology [37, 55, 73].

Third, the FE mouse brain model helps to explain the importance of monitoring lateral tip
movements. The maximum lateral tip movements of five CCI devices could happen when
the tips were in contact with brain surface or were away from brain surface (due to the
retractions during repeated impacts). It could be reasonably postulated that lateral
movements with the tip away from brain surface do not induce any additional strains.
Comparing device b and device e, device b had a larger maximum lateral tip movement
(1.25 mm) but lower average MPS (0.20) (Table 2.2), while device e had a smaller
maximum lateral tip movement (1 mm) but a higher average MPS (0.24). On the other
hand, our studies proved that the lateral tip movement with contact was correlated well
with the brain tissue strain (Table 2.2). Therefore, lateral tip movements should be
monitored and those movements along with contact with the brain surface are expected to
greatly affect brain responses.

Table 2.2 The maximum lateral tip movements of five devices with and without considering
the contact between impact tip and brain tissue and the corresponding MPS. MPS:
maximum principal strain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lateral tip movement w/o. contact (mm)</th>
<th>Lateral tip movement w. contact (mm)</th>
<th>Average MPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Device a</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device b</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device c</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device d</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device e</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fourth, the lateral tip movements in CCI devices are suggested to be added in the CCI FE modeling. In our previous work, CCI has been modeled as a single impact without considering the lateral tip movement. With this study demonstrating that lateral tip movements increased brain strains and contusion volumes, we could justify that previous CCI simulations might under-predict brain strain responses [37, 56]. To ensure the accurate prediction of brain response during CCI, lateral tip movements are suggested to be incorporated in simulations.

Fifth, our study highlights that intracranial brain tissue responses are better predictors of TBI than external mechanical parameters because these tissue responses are directly related to injury rather than impact parameters such as accelerations [74]. Impact depth and impactor shape were previously shown to be the main factors affecting CCI injury severity based on strain analysis [75]. In the current study, some lateral tip movements were shown to increase contusion volume as much as 50%. Such information could only be collected by describing brain strains. In the future, brain responses such as strain are recommended to be reported along with histopathological and behavioral damage, further helping establish a common language across labs [76].

2.5 Conclusions

We conclude that lateral tip movements increase brain strain predictions while the repeated impacts of the tip have minimal effect on peak strains during CCI. We justify that CCI could still be considered as a single event and the repeated impacts could be characterized as part of this single event without affecting peak strains. Also, our results suggest that lateral tip movements could play a major role in increasing contusion volume (by 50% for 1.4-mm lateral movement and < 20% for 0.4-mm and less lateral
movement). The lateral tip movements, which seem to take place in the CCI devices based on experimental studies, need to be explicitly monitored.
Chapter 3

3 The effect of 3D vasculature on brain response under the focal brain injury

The effect of the detailed three-dimensional (3D) vasculature on brain tissue responses in open-skull focal injuries was investigated. A new FE mouse brain model with a detailed 3D, non-linear vasculature was developed.

3.1 Introduction

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) has been considered as a serious problem in the world. In the USA, the incidence of TBI was around 1.6 million, with 52,000 deaths and 80,000 severe neurological disabilities annually [1]. TBI survivors usually suffered neurologic deficits, cognitive deficits, and behavioral abnormalities, bringing enormous societal and financial burden. Among all TBI injuries, vessel damage is critical as brain tissue injury often accompanies brain vessel injury in TBI, damaging neural tissues [77-79]. The most direct symptoms of vessel injury are laceration and bleeding. Also, vessels may experience subtle deformation which is not severe enough to cause bleeding but can damage the microstructure of brain vessels, and even change their structure and function [80]. In addition, vessel injury in the central nervous system can damage the exchange of nutrients, molecules, and cells between blood and brain parenchyma, making neural tissues suffering from toxins and pathogens [81]. Post-trauma biochemical cascade has been proven as a reason for vessel dysfunction [77, 82, 83]. Vessel dysfunction also includes the injury of vascular cells and extracellular matrix in the absence of hemorrhage. Although the vessel injury plays an important role in understanding the mechanism of TBI, how the mechanical forces cause vessel injury during TBI and what are the vessel response to these forces lack in the current literature.

Despite the lack of study of brain vessels, many investigations have been conducted to explore the brain injury mechanisms using both experimental models [84-87] and finite element (FE) models [36, 38, 88-94]. Impact animal experiments, especially rodents, have been widely used, including rotational load, closed-head impact model of engineered rotational acceleration (CHIMERA), controlled cortical impact (CCI) and
fluid percussion (FP). Rotational load is a common impact that delivers the defined energy from controlled impacts to a closed unconstrained head. These rapid acceleration and rotation during TBI impact lead to the stretch and deformation of the brain tissues in the skull, representing as a diffuse injury. However, CCI is a focal injury model that induces a cortical contusion. Brain injury data in these experimental models can be measured and used to investigate the mechanisms of TBI [36, 37]. Meanwhile, it is almost impossible to directly observe intracranial stress/strain responses in vivo. Therefore, FE animal models have been used to study brain response and injury mechanisms. However, in many FE brain models, the entire 3D vasculature has not been fully modeled. From a mechanics standpoint, the blood vessels are hundreds of orders stiffer than brain parenchyma [25, 95-97]. which could probably affect the dynamic response of the brain, especially the load-bearing property of the brain.

The roles of the vasculature in the dynamic response of the brain were studied by several teams. However, confounding observations on the effect of the vessel have been reported and are summarized as follows. In a study by Ho et al. [25], three 3D FE models (without vessels, with linear-elastic vessels and with non-linear elastic vessels) were developed to study the dynamic responses of the brain under the rotational and translational acceleration impulses. Small reductions in the peak average strain were found in the models with vessels compared to the non-vessel model, with 2% reduction for non-linear elastic vasculature model and 5% for linear elastic vasculature model. This result illustrated that there was a small effect of the structural vasculature on brain response. However, other studies show that the influences of the vasculature are remarkable. In the study by Zhang et al [38], two 2D FE human head models were developed. Model 1 includes the skull, dura mater, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), tentorium, brain tissue, and the parasagittal bridging veins. Based on Model 1, Model 2 further includes main branches of cerebral arteries. Maximum principal strain (MPS) shear strain (SS) and intracranial pressure (ICP) were studied under two load conditions with linear and rotational accelerations. The overall reduction in MPS was around 37% compared Model 2 to Model 1. SS in Model 2 was lower than those in Model 1 with the range from 7.4% to 36%. On the other hand, a similar study was done by Omori et al. [39] and their results were different from Zhang et al. Higher shear stress and SS were occurred in Model 2
including bridging vein and a major branch of an anterior cerebral artery because of tethering effect of the vasculature.

Under extremely high-rate blast loading conditions, in the study of the effect of blood vessel networks on dynamic responses of the brain by Hua et al. [40], using an FE human brain head model without vessel networks and an FE human brain model with statistically distributed 1D vessel elements. They found that the with-vessel model could predict higher strains in the brain, especially in the region with high vessel density (corpus callosum and brainstem). In the periphery region (cortex), there was a minimal difference in brain response between with and without vessel network models. Unnikrishnan et al. [41], studied the effect of the 3D network of brain vasculature using rat brain FE model under blast overpressure. They found that including vasculature into rat FE model largely reduced the peak strain in cerebrum, cerebellum, and brainstem. Greatly strain reduction was found when using the human-brain properties in the FE simulation. They suggested that incorporating the vasculature into rat brain had a remarkable influence in brain strain under blast loading.

These published brain models included a two-dimensional (2D) vasculature model, a simple-geometry model, a 3D vasculature model with major branches and a 3D vasculature model with a detailed vasculature network. Many publications were under rotational impact loading, plus two papers under blast loading. Overall, how the detailed and major branches of vasculature affect brain tissue responses in focal injuries has not been investigated in the literature. In this study, we developed seven vasculature models including a 3D, anatomically detailed vasculature model with the arteries and veins, major branches vasculature model, small branches of vasculature model with nonlinear/linear vasculature. We investigated the effects of the detailed vasculature with nonlinear/linear elastic vasculature on mouse brain tissue responses for focal injury. The hypothesis of this study was that vasculature should have a small effect on focal injury and the similar influences for the major and small branches of the vasculature. Model-predicted biomechanical parameters, such as the MPS and cumulative strain damage measure (CSDM) were identified at selected brain regions and were compared to quantify the effect of the vasculature.
3.2 Method

The effect of the detailed 3D cerebral vasculature on brain responses under focal injury was evaluated by comparing the results from the seven vasculature brain models. The nomenclature of these models is summarized in Table 3.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models/Material</th>
<th>Linear elastic vasculature</th>
<th>Non-linear elastic vasculature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whole vasculature</td>
<td>Whole-L</td>
<td>Whole-NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major vasculature</td>
<td>Major-L</td>
<td>Major-NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small vasculature</td>
<td>Small-L</td>
<td>Small-NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-vasculature</td>
<td></td>
<td>NV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.1 Vasculature model development

Vasculature geometry - We obtained the cerebral vasculature geometry based on the previous work [98]. Four CBA male mice (ages 6 and 16 months) were anesthetized with ketamine (50 mg/kg) and xylazine (10 mg/kg). A radio-opaque silicone rubber (Microfil® MV-122, Flow-Tech Inc.) was used as a contrast agent at the pressure of 160 mm Hg for 90 min. Heparinized PBS (1unit heparin/ml) was the contrast agent which was injected into the left ventricle of the heart and drained from the right ventricle. Removing the skin, lower jaw, ears and nose tip from a mouse head, the remaining mouse head was soaked in 4% paraformaldehyde at 4 °C for 12 h. After a series of specimen preparation, brain was extracted from skull, kept brain in 1% agar, and obtained the X-ray Micro CT imaging of cerebral vasculature with 20 μm isotropic resolution.

The meshes of the 3D brain vasculature of a mouse brain were generated based on data with a spatial resolution of 20 microns. The original number of triangles meshes was 10,484,908. The meshes were further improved using MeshLab 2016 (National Research
Council, Rome, Italy) because too many small meshes affected the efficiency of computational simulation. After mesh simplification, element size ranged from tens to hundreds of microns with an average of approximate 20 microns. The vasculature model contained 317,294 shell elements. The arteries and veins were separated based on the mouse anatomy of brain vasculature [99, 100]. Major arteries such as the anterior cerebellar arteries (ACA), inferior cerebellar arteries (ICA), middle cerebellar arteries (MCA), superior cerebellar arteries (SCA), olfactory arteries, basilar arteries, and vertebral arteries, and veins such as superior sagittal sinus and transverse sinus, were identified as shown in Figure 3.1. Therefore, the Whole vasculature model contained all the detailed 3D vasculature with the highest vasculature area (283cm$^2$). The Major vasculature model only included several major arteries and veins of the vasculature. The small vasculature model included the rest of the vasculature (shown in Figure 3.2a). The thickness of the blood vessel wall was assumed as 0.0039 mm for artery and vein, which were calculated from 3D brain vasculature of a mouse brain [24].
Figure 3.1 The top and side view of the geometry of the major arteries (dark red) and veins (blue).
Figure 3.2 The process of developing 3D mouse brain models with different vasculature under CCI. CCI: controlled cortical impact.

*Finite element (FE) brain models* - The previously developed mouse brain FE model [55] contained most of the anatomically essential features, including the skull, dura matter, pia matter, hippocampus, corpus callosum, medulla oblongata, cerebral cortex, ventricle, internal capsule, cerebellum, spinal cord, optic tract, olfactory, pons, thalamus, and hypothalamus with a total of 258 thousand solid elements and a spatial resolution of 150 microns. The mouse brain model has been previously used to evaluate the effect of flat-shape and sphere-shape impactor tips during CCI [55] and a CCI with reduced impact rate [36] demonstrating correlations between brain strain predictions and histopathology observations (Figure 3.2b).

*FE vasculature brain models* – These vasculature models (Whole-vasculature, Major-vasculature, and Small-vasculature) were coupled into a 3D mouse model using
*CONSTRAINED_LAGRANGE_IN_SOLID available in LS-DYNA (Livermore Software Technology Corporation, Livermore, CA, USA) (Figure 3.2).

3.2.2 Material property

3.2.2.1 FE mouse brain material property

The linearly viscoelastic material law has been used in modeling the brain tissue simplifying the simulation. Eqn. 2 was used to calculate the shear modulus of a linearly viscoelastic material $G(t)$

$$G(t) = G_x + (G_0 - G_x) e^{\beta t}$$

(2)

Where $G_0$ and $G_x$ are the short-term and long-term shear moduli, respectively. The decay constant and the duration is given by $\beta$ and $t$, respectively. A previously developed FE mouse model was used. More detailed material properties can be referred to in previous publications [55, 56].

3.2.2.2 Vasculature material property

It is widely accepted that vasculature was nonlinear and almost incompressible with stress-strain property based on the assumption of cylindrical orthotropy [19, 20]. Quasi-static and dynamic tensile tests to collect experimental stress-strain curves were conducted [24]. The results demonstrated that longitudinally strain rate is quite important in the material model of the vasculature. A previous investigation by Monson et al. (2005) stated that the sources and sizes of the vessel affected vessel stiffness, which should be carefully referred in defining the material property of vasculature [96]. The stiffness of rat arteries was studied [101]. It demonstrated that the stiffness and peak stress of in vivo blood vessels were strain rate dependent from quasi-static levels while no rate dependency was found on the failure stretch of arteries. The stress-strain curves were obtained from the axial stretch test of rat arteries [101].

For nonlinear elastic vasculature, the Ogden constitutive model has been selected to represent the nonlinearity of the vasculature. Here representing the vasculature as an isotropic, incompressible material, the Ogden model was written with components $\lambda$, $\mu$, and $\nu$. 

$$\sigma = \lambda \varepsilon + \mu (I_e - 3) e^{-\nu e^{\kappa}}$$

(3)

where $\varepsilon$ is the strain, $I_e$ is the second invariant of the strain tensor, $\kappa$ is the shape parameter, and $\nu$ is the material parameter.
shear modulus \( \mu \), and constant \( \alpha \). The strain energy density function was written as Eqn. 3. Then we derived the engineering stress equations for compression/tension and shear modes and fit the stress-strain curves obtained from the axial stretch test of rat arteries to calculate the material parameters [101]. The shear modulus \( \mu \) and constant \( \alpha \) were 0.3515 MPa and 5.066, respectively.

\[
W = \frac{2\mu}{\alpha^2} (\lambda_1^\alpha + \lambda_2^\alpha + \lambda_3^\alpha - 3)
\]

(3)

For linear elastic vasculature, the material properties used for the vasculature were based on the stress-strain curve [101]. We assumed the average elastic modulus of the artery to be 3 MPa. Also, the elastic modulus of veins was assumed as 0.3 MPa, calculated based on the relationships of arteries and veins in the literature [18, 39]. The density of the vessel was 1.04E-06 kg/mm\(^3\) and the Poisson’s ratio was 0.48 [18].

### 3.2.3 FE simulation of focal injury

The FE simulation of CCI was based on our established approach [102]. The CCI simulations were conducted in LS-DYNA (Livermore Software Technology Corporation, Livermore, CA USA). We simulated a 3 mm diameter flat tip impactor with 1 mm above the craniotomy. A 5 mm diameter craniotomy centered at 3.0 mm posterior to the bregma and 2.5 mm lateral to the midline was removed from the skull. The impact speed was 5 m/s. The impact depth was controlled at 1 mm (Figure 3.2).

Our trial simulations demonstrated that the highest MPS of the brain in CCI injury happened before 1.2 ms. Simulation results were plotted at every 0.1 ms. We investigated brain biomechanical responses for the seven vasculature models and quantified the effect of the detailed 3D cerebral vasculature during focal injuries at the tissue level.
3.3 Results

3.3.1 Brain strain contour

The strain contours were compared among the seven vasculature models and each model was simulated under CCI to reveal the effect of the vasculature on brain response for focal injury.

Figure 3.3 shows the MPS contours predicted by four models (NV, small-L, Major-L and Whole-L) and another four models (NV, small-NL, Major-NL and Whole-NL) at the time of maximum impact depth. Similar strain contours were observed in these models. The high MPS spread from the cortical layer into the deep brain in an ellipsoidal mode. Most of the high MPS regions were in the region directly under the impactor site. Some brain tissues were squeezed between the impactor and the edge of the craniotomy. These results show that including vasculature in the FE brain model has a minimal influence on the local brain tissue deformation in focal injury.
Figure 3.3 Comparison of the maximum principal strain contours of the brain for linear vasculature models in CCI. L: linear; NL: nonlinear. CCI: controlled cortical impact.

### 3.3.2 Cumulative strain damage measure (CSDM)

CSDM was used as the predictors to access brain responses induced by different impacts. CSDM values, for example, CSDM (0.10) means the percentage of the elements of which the strain exceeded 0.10, was used to describe the brain responses under focal injury.

Four brain locations, cerebral cortex, corpus callosum, hippocampus and thalamus, under the impactor were selected to how the vasculature affects the brain strain response for focal injury (Figure 3.4).
Figure 3.4 Four regions of brain selected for comparing strain of vasculature models in CCI. CCI: controlled cortical impact.

The CSDM results of all vasculature models in CCI were similar in these four regions for both linear and nonlinear vasculature (Figure 3.5). Less than 5% of CSDM reduction were found these four vasculature models in linear and nonlinear vasculature cases, except the whole nonlinear vasculature model which may experience over-brain-responses in some elements (9% of CSDM reduction). These results revealed that including linear and nonlinear vasculature in the brain had a minimum influence on brain strain prediction in CCI.
Figure 3.5 CSDM (0.1) of four selected brain regions in linear and nonlinear vasculature models in CCI. L: linear; NL: nonlinear. CCI: controlled cortical impact.

3.3.3 Maximum principal strain (MPS)

The peak MPS of the selected four regions including cortex, corpus callosum, hippocampus and thalamus were compared in Figure 3.6. The MPS of all vasculature models in CCI were similar in these four regions for both linear and nonlinear vasculature. Cortex had the highest MPS ranged from 0.36 to 0.40 among all these four
vasculature models for linear vasculature and ranged from 0.36 to 0.39 for nonlinear vasculature, followed by corpus callosum, hippocampus and thalamus. Less than 2% and 4% of strain reduction were found these four vasculature models in linear and nonlinear vasculature cases.

**Brain Strain L**

![Brain Strain L](image)

**Brain Strain NL**

![Brain Strain NL](image)

**Figure 3.6** Comparison of predicted maximum principal strain in these four regions and the global brain in CCI for linear and nonlinear vasculature. L: linear; NL: nonlinear. CCI: controlled cortical impact.
3.4 Discussion

We developed seven vasculature models including a 3D, anatomically detailed vasculature model, major branches vasculature model, small branches of vasculature with nonlinear/linear vasculature and non-vasculature model to investigate the effect of the vasculature for focal injuries (CCI) on brain strain responses. The current study showed that vasculature had a small effect on focal injury. The contribution of the vasculature was limited, less than 5% for all the cases. It was concluded that vasculature has a small effect of brain response for focal CCI injury and the similar influences for the major and small branches of the vasculature.

The main significance of the current study was the developing of the FE mouse-brain-based model with the detailed 3D vasculature. Modeling detailed vasculature helps to improve the prediction accuracy of FE brain models. Some previously published brain models included a 2D vasculature model, a simple geometry model, or a 3D vasculature model with major branches, which were somewhat far from the actual brain with the vasculature. We realized that the vasculature details were different in these previous FE vasculature models, most of which had major branches of the vasculature and excluded the small vasculature. So, these results might be underpredicted or overpredicted the influence of the vasculature. That is because that the MPS results likely to rely on the locations of selected elements, and larger strain reductions in the elements closing to the major branches of the cerebral vasculature and somewhat smaller for the elements located at a distance. Ho el at. have reported that the reduction of MPS is less than 4% when including major branches in the with-vasculature model and excluding small vessels [25]. Therefore, how the detailed vasculature affect brain strain response should be investigated using an FE brain model with the detailed 3D vasculature. Although this study in 3D detailed vasculature brain model indicated that there is limited effect in focal CCI injury, this developed FE model will help to investigate the vasculature effect for diffuse injury in the future. Therefore, Incorporating the 3D detailed vasculature is still recommended to improve the prediction accuracy of FE brain models.

Modeling detailed vasculature also helps to study the vessel injury mechanisms in TBI. Generally, the cerebral vasculature is an essential and key cellular feature in the brain,
which is important to keep a healthy brain. Many researchers proved that almost all the moderate and severe TBI cases contain several degrees of damage to the cerebral vasculature, which has not been extensively studied [77-79]. The blood vessel injury can result in secondary injury in the form of hemorrhage, edema, change blood flow, and blood-brain barrier disruption [103]. Hence, the inclusion of the 3D vasculature could be helpful to explore brain vessel injury mechanisms in the future.

Modeling detailed vasculature also helps to study the vasculature responses, such as vasculature strain (shown in Figure 3.7), which could predict brain strain to a certain degree, to diagnose brain injury and develop treatments to improve the functional outcome after TBI. Compared with observing brain deformation, clinical data of vessel deformation is relatively easy to obtain because biomarkers in the cerebral vasculatures could be detected [104]. In this way, brain tissue injury could be predicted by the clinical tests of the cerebral vasculature, beneficial to diagnose brain injury. Also, the study of animal models has demonstrated that therapeutic intervention has successfully controlled the degree of injury after TBI because there are some nerves don’t damage at the time of injury [105, 106]. The biomarker is critical to developing effective treatment, involving the molecular targets. Traumatic cerebral vascular injury (TCVI) usually happens after TBI, which may be the reason for functional deficits and TBI-related chronic diseases. TCVI could be a useful target for the therapeutic intervention after TBI because many developed pharmacological and non-drug therapies could improve vessel injury, which is beneficial for the TBI treatment [107, 108]. Therefore, modeling detailed vasculature could provide the basis for studying vasculature response, diagnosing TBI and exploring TBI treatment though brain vasculature.
3.5 Conclusion

We conclude that during focal CCI injury, the contribution of the vasculature was limited, less than 5% for all the cases. This is because during CCI, the impactor tip was driven by either a pneumatic or electromagnetic device to reach a predefined impact distance, usually 1-3 mm. Hence, the added stiffness of the FE model with vasculature almost had no effect on the kinematics of the impactor tip, which determines how much brain surface would have been compressed. Though, incorporating the 3D detailed vasculature is still recommended to improve the prediction accuracy of FE brain models, especially for future diffuse-type brain injuries in which brain deformation will be affected by the brain’s response to rotational forces.
Chapter 4

4 Investigating the mechanisms and thresholds of brain microvascular damage combining finite element modeling and experiments of CCI

The correlation between the vessel density map and the model predicted maximum principal strain (MPS) was evaluated. The brain microvascular damage mechanism and the associated threshold were investigated by comparing the histological data with finite element (FE) model predictions.

4.1 Introduction

3D cerebral blood vessels play an important role in brain metabolic activity after traumatic brain injury (TBI). Vessels may experience subtle deformation which is not severe enough to cause bleeding but can damage the microstructure of brain vessels, and even change their structure and function [80]. Also, cerebral blood flow (CBF) is an important parameter to evaluate the control of the vasculature function. The increase of vessel density may not raise the same amount of the blood flow [109]. Thus, there is a strong need to understand how the vasculature structure related to the CBF in TBI with the vasculature damage and vessel loss. Some studies investigated the relationship between CBF changes and vessel density and diameter [110, 111]. Vascular density in the hippocampus correlated with CBF in the rat fluid percussion (FP) injury [112]. Furthermore, the regions of increased metabolic activity usually have high vessel density [113]. Vessel density had been proved to be reduced after TBI [114].

The study of the vascular density was limited by the lack of 3D imaging techniques. 3D Imaging methodologies and automated techniques, such as Arterial spin labeling (ASL) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and Serial Two-Photon Tomography (STPT), have been combined to measure changes in cerebrovascular function and to characterize the 3D vascular architecture in mice. ASL MRI was used to quantify cerebral perfusion and 3D brain vasculature image was obtained by STPT [114]. A typical image of the microvasculature acquired with STPT is shown in Figure 4.1. The approach of using ASL MRI as a basis for producing vessel density maps has several advantages: First, vessel
density in the bioRxiv pre-print is also based on the vessel density at each ASL voxel, so there will be consistency across studies. Second, the ASL data also contains information on blood flow at each voxel under hypercapnia, which provides an opportunity to investigate the correlation between blood flow and brain strain.

Figure 4.1 Microvasculature images with STPT from a healthy mouse. Maximum Intensity Projection (MIP) though 100 μm of tissue. Scale bar = 1mm. STPT: Serial Two-Photon Tomography [114].

Although high-resolution 3D imaging and automated techniques have been combined to measure changes in cerebrovascular function and to characterize the 3D vascular architecture in mice, little is known about the intracranial mechanical responses within cortical brain regions where the remarkable 3D cerebral microvascular length density changes during controlled cortical impact (CCI) [1]. Also, it remains unknown whether the stretches of brain tissues are related to microvascular damage and if so, how the extent of stretches determines microvascular damage. Therefore, the objective is to investigate mechanisms and thresholds of the brain microvascular damage combing FE modeling and experiments of CCI. We compared the vessel density map with model
predicted MPS and used logistic regression method to calculate the threshold for the brain microvascular damage.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 CCI Experiments

Nine Cre x tdTomato mice were undergone CCI with 1 mm impact depth and 2 m/s impact velocity. A flat tip with a diameter of 1.5 mm was used in CCI experiments. Each mouse was assigned its own ID. The impact center was targeted to bregma -2 mm and 1.7 mm lateral to the midline. For all mice except one, the injury center is located at about bregma -2 mm. However, for mouse 1049 the injury center is further moved back at about bregma -3 mm. The exact locations were further calculated from observed contusion cores.

4.2.2 Vessel density map and ASL MRI data

Microvascular damage was quantified using ASL MRI and the ex vivo STPT method. The vessel density map was calculated by registering the raw ASL data (voxel size 250 μm x 250 μm x 2 mm) in the same space as ex vivo MR (40 μm x 40 μm x 40 μm). Each ASL voxel had a corresponding vessel density calculated from the 2-photon images, and the signal in the attached vessel density map was the calculated density. Density units were the total length of all vessels within an ASL voxel divided by the ASL voxel volume (i.e. length/mm³). Since a single voxel in an ASL image contained many ex vivo MRI voxels, neighboring ex vivo MRI voxels were assigned the same density if they correspond to the same ASL voxel.

ImageJ (National institutes of Health and the Laboratory for Optical and Computational Instrumentation (LOCI, University of Wisconsin) Madison, WI, USA) was used to observe the ASL MRI of the mouse brain to obtain the vessel density map. The vessel density map of nine mice was shown in Figure 4.2. To label the injury center, only a single coronal slice was labeled, shown as a white dot in Figure 4.2. Mouse ID and related slice labeled with the injury center in TBI were listed in Table A.1. For comparison, the vessel density maps of seven sham mice were shown in Figure B.1. Also,
the mouse ID and related slice labeled with the injury center of seven sham mice were listed in Table A.2.

Figure 4.2 Vessel density map of all cases. The green ASL MRI boxes represents a different vessel length density. The white dot shows the impact center. ASL: Arterial spin Labeling, MRI: magnetic resonance imaging.

The different brightness of the green ASL MRI boxes represented a different vessel length density (Figure 4.2). The brighter ASL MRI box had a relative higher vessel length density, while the darker one had a lower vessel length density. The precise vessel density was given by the signal value of the voxel in the total length of vessels per mm$^3$.

4.2.3 FE Simulation

The previously developed mouse brain FE model [55] contained most of the anatomically essential features, including the skull, dura matter, pia matter, hippocampus, corpus callosum, medulla oblongata, cerebral cortex, ventricle, internal capsule, cerebellum,
spinal cord, optic tract, olfactory, pons, thalamus, and hypothalamus with a total of 258 thousand solid elements and a spatial resolution of 150 microns. This FE mouse brain model with a detailed 3D vasculature, including 317,294 shell vasculature elements (Figure 4.3), was used to study intracranial responses in a series of CCI experiments. Each individual CCI impact was simulated according to the exact impact location. These FE model-predicted intracranial responses were further compared with the observed in vivo vessel length density map in the CCI experiment. We compared ASL boxes to finite element model and conducted injury-to-biomechanics comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>Brain CCI model</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>CCI simulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

![Figure 4.3 Mouse brain CCI model with vasculature](image)
a. Brain CCI model b. CCI simulation with vasculature. CCI: controlled cortical impact.

### 4.3 Results

#### 4.3.1 Brain strain contour

The coronal view of the MPS contours at the time of maximum impact depth were illustrated in Figure 4.4. Similar strain contours were observed in nine cases. The high MPS spread from the cortical layer into the deep brain in an ellipsoidal mode. Most of the high MPS regions were in the region directly under the impactor site. High MPS was observed at the impact regions with a relatively low vessel length density (Figure 4.2 & Figure 4.4), indicating a higher brain microvascular damage. Overall, strain contours of nine cases were similar.
4.3.2 The correlation between the vessel length density and MPS

There was a clear correlation between the vessel length density and the predicted peak MPS during CCI for nine cases together when overlaying them at the same locations, shown in Figure 4.5. Also, the correlations for nine separated cases were shown in Figure 4.6. The R square of nine cases together was 0.3447. The R square for nine separated cases were 0.5387, 0.5434, 0.4293, 0.4481, 0.3801, 0.3515, 0.3432, 0.2792 and 0.3346,
respectively. When the strain was below 0.2, the vessel length density was relatively high, approximately 500 mm/mm$^3$ or higher. However, nearly all the vessel length density of brain tissue under the impact site was below 500 mm/mm$^3$ when the predicted brain strain was larger than 0.3. We found that larger strains induced more microvascular damage, while smaller strains close to 0.1 to 0.2 also induced some damage.

**Brain strain and Vessel density**

![Brain strain and Vessel density graph]

$y = 95.332x^{-0.868}$

$R^2 = 0.3447$

Figure 4.5 The correlation between vessel length density and maximum principal strain for nine cases together.
Figure 4.6 The correlation between vessel length density and maximum principal strain for nine separated cases.
4.3.3 Thresholds of the brain microvascular damage

The MPS corresponding to 50% risk of 800, 600, 400 and 200 mm/mm$^3$ thresholds of brain microvascular damage for nine cases together were 0.08, 0.16, 0.27 and 0.43, respectively (Figure 4.7). Taking case 4 as an example, the MPS corresponding to 50% risk of 800, 600, 400 and 200 mm/mm$^3$ thresholds of brain microvascular damage for case 4 were 0.11, 0.13, 0.19 and 0.27, respectively (Figure 4.8). The results of other cases were shown in Appendix C. As a reference, non-injured brain regions have a vessel density of 900 mm/mm$^3$ roughly. For the MPSs corresponding to 50% risk of 800, 600, 400, 300 and 200 mm/mm$^3$ thresholds were ranged from 0.09 to 0.18, 0.14 to 0.34, 0.18 to 0.49, 0.2 to 0.58 and 0.25 to 0.37, respectively.

The Logistic regression of nine cases

![Logistic regression curves](Figure 4.7)

Figure 4.7 Logistic regression curves of nine cases together (800 mm/mm$^3$ threshold, 600 mm/mm$^3$ threshold, 400 mm/mm$^3$ threshold, and 200 mm/mm$^3$ threshold).
The Logistic regression of Case 4

Figure 4.8 Logistic regression curves of case 4 (800 mm/mm$^3$ threshold, 600 mm/mm$^3$ threshold, 400 mm/mm$^3$ threshold, and 200 mm/mm$^3$ threshold).

4.4 Discussion

We used a FE mouse brain model to investigate the intercranial mechanical strain response within cortical brain region where the remarkable 3D cerebral microvascular length density changes in CCI. The clear correlation between the vessel length density and the predicted MPS of the microvascular in CCI. We found that larger strains induced more microvascular damage, while smaller strains close to 0.1 to 0.2 also induced some damage.

From ASL MRI images, we can only have a rough idea that there are lesions below the impact site (Figure 4.2). MRI just imaged the tissue at 40 µm resolution, but the STPT imaged the microvasculature at about 2 µm, which allowed observing the clear microvascular in the cortex region (Figure 4.1). However, because of the high-resolution and imaging scan time required for STPT, a whole-brain image was not acquired. Thus, high-resolution imaging was only done near the impact site.
Within the injury core where there were high strains, and there was a reduction in microvessel length density and blood flow. These parameters recovered within the cortex away from the injury core, like the strain map. Vessel damage was less for tissues outside the impact center. There was no obvious sign of vessel damage to the reconstruction data from the contralateral cortex. One study demonstrated that the contralateral cortical vasculature was affected in rat CCI 1-day post-injury [115]. However, the impact speed was 5 m/s, much faster than the 2 m/s velocity used in this study. Also, it was a different CCI because the rim of craniotomy should almost touch the midline (5 mm in diameter with the center being 3 mm to the midline) [115].

Microvessel damage is common across the spectrum of TBI-related injury. In the moderate to severe TBI, although big cerebral artery spasm could cause cerebral ischemia [116], the more common vessel damage happened in small vessels and microvessel [117]. In a study of the patients died in severe TBI, small arteries and microvessel damage were detected in the middle and deep layers of vascular areas in the cortex regions [118]. This study served first in its kind to correlate brain strains to microvessel damage.

The limitation of the FE mouse brain model used in the current study was that microvessel was not explicitly modeled. However, from the previous study (Chapter 3), it was found that the vasculature had a small effect on brain response during CCI, in which the skull was rigidly fixed while the exposed brain was deformed. Thus, it’s postulated that the FE model without microvessel could still provide valid predictions of strain.

### 4.5 Conclusion

The brain microvascular damage mechanism and the associated threshold were investigated by comparing the histological data with FE model predictions. We observed that larger strains induced more microvascular damage, while smaller strains close to 0.1 to 0.2 also induced some damage. Considering the literature study reporting over 0.2 of brain strains for mild TBI/concussion cases, it is important to investigate microvascular damage in these mild TBI cases.
Chapter 5

5 Conclusion and future work

5.1 Conclusion

5.1.1 Using CCI while understanding its tip movement

CCI remains as one of the most used laboratory neurotrauma experimental methods and is expected to continue to be so as hundreds of, if not thousands of, labs have piled up brain injury data collected through CCI and will continue use similar settings for comparing with existing data. The CCI impact parameters such as impact depth and impact velocity were usually different across labs, which usually reported such depth and velocity for a cross-lab comparisons. However, the impact tip of electromagnetically and pneumatic driven CCI device both experienced repeated impacts and lateral movements, rather than a single axial impact. These tip movements were usually not observed or reported by labs. We found that the repeated impacts had minimal effect on peak brain strains. The lateral movements of tip greatly increased brain strains and affected large brain regions. Thus, we justify that CCI could be continuously considered as a single impact event and the repeated impacts could be characterized as part of this single event without affecting peak strains. However, our results show that lateral tip movements could play a major role in affecting brain injury such as increasing contusion volume. Hence, it is necessary to monitor and control lateral movement to ensure the accuracy and reproducibility of CCI, and for better across-lab comparisons.

5.1.2 Vasculature and microvasculature in CCI

The contribution of the vasculature on brain strains during the focal CCI was limited because the impactor tip was driven by either a pneumatic or electromagnetic device to
reach a predefined impact distance, usually 1-3 mm during CCI, with the animal skull being held still. Therefore, the added stiffness of the FE model with vasculature almost had no effect on the kinematics of the impactor tip, which determined how much brain surface would have been compressed.

The brain microvascular damage mechanism and the associated threshold were found by comparing the histological data with FE model predictions. We observed that larger strains induced more microvascular damage, while smaller strains close to 0.1 to 0.2 also induced some damage.

5.2 Contribution

CCI is a typical neurotrauma TBI model. During CCI, the brain is damaged by an impactor tip, which travels along its axial direction to a predefined depth at a preset speed. However, the high-speed image of an in-house pneumatically driven CCI device demonstrated CCI tip experienced lateral movement and second impact, which have long been ignored and not reported. The thesis was the first study using the finite element method to investigate how the lateral and repeat tip impact affect the brain strain responses -- which are the direct cause of neuronal damage and affect the accuracy of CCI. Our results proved that CCI could be continuously considered as a single impact event and the repeated impacts could be considered as part of this single event without affecting peak strains. However, lateral tip movement greatly affected brain responses and is suggested to be monitored. Meanwhile, caution should be practiced when comparing CCI results among different labs without knowing brain tissue responses.
Vasculature is an essential component in the brain and the roles of the vasculature in the dynamic response of the brain were studied by several teams. The previously published brain models included a two-dimensional (2D) vasculature model, a simple-geometry model, or a three-dimensional (3D) vasculature model with only major branches. There remains a controversial understanding of whether the vasculature greatly affects brain tissue deformation/strain. Therefore, the main contribution of the current study is to develop an FE mouse brain model with a new, detailed 3D vasculature model to further investigate the effect of the vessel on brain response. During focal CCI injury, the contribution of the vasculature was limited, less than 5% for all the cases. However, the vasculature is expected to have a large effect for diffuse-type brain injuries in which brain deformation will be affected by the brain’s stiffness under rotational forces.

This study served as the first one to use the finite element method to study the brain microvascular damage mechanism and the associated injury threshold. The correlation between the vessel length density and the predicted MPS of the microvessel in CCI was reported. The finding that 0.1-0.2 strain-induced microvessel damage suggests that observing microvessel damage in mild TBI cases was needed, as similar strains were reported in concussion-level head impacts.

5.3 Limitations

The material property of the vasculature is known to be nonlinear, viscoelastic rather than elastic. Because of the limited time and computation power, and the lack of material testing, justification was made between the representation of physics and improvement of efficiency/stability. In the current study, nonlinear vasculature model was coupled into the FE mouse brain model.
There lacked a direct validation test for the developed FE mouse brain model with a 3D, anatomically detailed vasculature. However, as the basic model, the previously developed rat brain FE model was validated against the peak brain deformation data of CCI [56]. The mouse brain model was scaled based on the rat brain model. The correlations between experimentally observed injuries and input parameters, model responses and experimental injuries in CCI have been estimated [56]. Also, these FE models were well correlated through the linear relationship between the mechanical brain tissue strain and neural cell death [37]. Even though the simulations of repeated impacts lacked validation, the technique we used to simulate CCI on the mouse brain has been found to provide valid predictions when comparing brain strains to brain damage observed through histopathology.

5.4 Future study

The findings from the current study help to better develop a next-generation mouse brain model and investigate the influence of vasculature on brain strain response in the future.

5.4.1 Develop an FE brain model with detailed 3D nonlinear, visco-elastic and anisotropic vasculature

Though my MESc work, I learned how to determine material constants for non-linear vasculature and have gained a better understanding of how to work on complex FE models with half-million elements and many different types of elements. I also gained knowledge in constitutive equations, which will be further developed to model the vasculature as a nonlinear, visco-elastic and anisotropic material [119, 120]. I will develop an FE brain model with detailed 3D nonlinear, visco-elastic and anisotropic vasculature in the future. In this stage, I will determine the material constants for the non-
linear, visco-elastic vasculature and develop new constitutive equations to include the anisotropic behavior of vasculature. This can be achieved by combining nonlinear Ogden material with viscous terms.

5.4.2 Simulate the parcellated fiber axon clusters and blood flow

One of the unsolved challenges in developing high-quality brain models is to simulate the parcellated fiber axon clusters because the geometrical characteristics of the fiber orientation, fiber lengths, and fiber functionalities make the coupling engineering principles with medical imaging techniques and neuroscience difficult. So far, the FE brain model with the entire three-dimensional (3D) vasculature, parcellated fiber axon clusters, and blood flow has not been reported, which could be named as the next-generation mouse brain mode. In this stage, I will incorporate parcellated fiber axon clusters into the model. I will use the high-quality mouse axon geometric dataset developed by Dr. Johnson’s group at Duke University [121]. The methods I have learned during vessel meshes will be extended to develop axonal meshes. I expect to solve challenges such as incorporating extensive axon elements into solvable FE models.

5.4.3 Diffuse injury

Except for the focal brain injury, brain usually experiences diffuse brain injuries in which brain deformation will be affected by the brain’s response to rotational forces, such as closed-head impact model of engineered rotational acceleration (CHIMERA). There remains a controversial understanding in literatures on whether the vasculature greatly affects brain tissue deformation/strain, or not for diffuse brain injury. Therefore, we will develop an FE mouse brain model with a new, detailed 3D nonlinear, visco-elastic and anisotropic vasculature model to further investigate the effect of the vasculature on brain
response under the diffuse injury in the future. An initial try was to use the linear elastic vasculature mouse brain model to study the effect of the vasculature under the diffuse injury, such as rotational acceleration. I found that the predicted peak maximum principal strains (MPS) ranged from 0.18 to 0.26 for the without-vasculature model (Figure 5.1a) and from 0.15 to 0.20 for the with-vasculature model (Figure 5.1b) for rotational acceleration.

![Brain strain](image)

**Figure 5.1** Brain strain and motion. Strain contours predicted by: (a) Without-vasculature model; (b) With-vasculature model.

### 5.4.4 Validation

Compared with the human FE brain model, animal FE brain model is relatively easy to be validated with animal experimental head model to mimic real-world head impact biomechanics. Therefore, the validation of the developed an FE brain model with detailed 3D nonlinear, visco-elastic and anisotropic vasculature, the parcellated fiber axon clusters and blood flow will be a challenging thing in the future, which may need the cooperation with other biological and biomechanical groups within and without the Western university.

### 5.5 Significance and novelty

The significance of the current study for a better understanding and use of CCI can be described as follows. First, caution should be practiced when comparing CCI results
among different labs without knowing brain tissue responses. A report of lateral movement is recommended besides reporting CCI parameters including impact depth, impact velocity, impactor tip shape and size, and craniotomy. Second, this study adopts an FE mouse model and helps to understand how the repeated impacts in milliseconds affect the tissue strain. Our data is unique in the literature, to the best of our knowledge. Third, the FE mouse brain model helps to explain the importance of monitoring lateral tip movements. Our studies proved that the lateral tip movement with contact was correlated well with the brain tissue strain (Table 2.2). Therefore, lateral tip movements should be monitored and those movements along with contact with the brain surface are expected to greatly affect brain responses. Fourth, the lateral tip movements in CCI devices are suggested to be added in the CCI FE modeling. In our previous work, CCI has been modeled as a single impact without considering the lateral tip movement. We could justify that previous CCI simulations might under-predict brain strain responses [37, 56]. To ensure the accurate prediction of brain response during CCI, lateral tip movements are suggested to be incorporated in simulations. Fifth, our study highlights that intracranial brain tissue responses are better predictors of TBI than external mechanical parameters because these tissue responses are directly related to injury rather than impact parameters such accelerations [74].

The main significance of developing of an FE mouse-brain-based model with the detailed 3D vasculature include: First, modeling detailed vasculature helps to improve the prediction accuracy of FE brain models. Some previously published brain models included a two-dimensional (2D) vasculature model, a simple geometry model, or a three-dimensional (3D) vasculature model with major branches, which were somewhat far from the actual brain with the vasculature. Second, modeling detailed vasculature also helps to study the vessel injury mechanisms in TBI. Many researchers proved that almost all the moderate and severe TBI cases contain several degrees of damage to the cerebral vasculature, which has not been extensively studied [77-79]. Third, modeling detailed vasculature also helps to study the vasculature responses, which could predict brain strain to a certain degree, to diagnose brain injury and develop treatments to improve the functional outcome after TBI.
The importance of the current study to investigate microvessel damage in the cortex region using the FE method is listed as follows: First, it is an innovation to use the FE method to investigate the microvessel damage. In the previous FE model studies, the research of the vasculature in FE model mainly focused on the big vasculature, such as arteries and veins. Little known was about the microvessel damage in FE model. Second, microvessel damage is common across the spectrum of TBI-related injury. In the medium to severe TBI, although big cerebral artery spasm could cause cerebral ischemia [116], the more common vessel damage in TBI happens in small vessels and microvessel [117]. In a study of the patients died in severe TBI, small arteries and microvessel damage were detected in the middle and deep layers of vascular areas in the cortex regions [118].
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Appendices

Appendix A  Mouse ID and related slice labeled with the injury center

Table A.1 The mouse TD and related slice labeled with the injury center of nine cases in CCI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case No.</th>
<th>Mouse ID.</th>
<th>Slice labeled with the injury center</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>1021</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>1029</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>1030</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 4</td>
<td>1034</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 5</td>
<td>1035</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 6</td>
<td>1049</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 7</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 8</td>
<td>1127</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 9</td>
<td>1155</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.2 The mouse TD and related slice labeled with the injury center of seven sham cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case No.</th>
<th>Mouse ID.</th>
<th>Slice labeled with the injury center</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1-sham</td>
<td>1156</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2-sham</td>
<td>1157</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3-sham</td>
<td>1193</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 4-sham</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 5-sham</td>
<td>1204</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 6-sham</td>
<td>1207</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 7-sham</td>
<td>1208</td>
<td>277</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B  Vessel density maps of seven sham mice

Figure B.1 Vessel density map of seven sham mice.
Appendix C

Logistic regression curves of nine separated cases (800 mm/mm$^3$ threshold, 600 mm/mm$^3$ threshold, 400 mm/mm$^3$ threshold, 300 mm/mm$^3$ and 200 mm/mm$^3$)

The Logistic regression of Case 1

Figure C.1 Logistic regression curves of case 1 (800 mm/mm$^3$ threshold, 600 mm/mm$^3$ threshold, 400 mm/mm$^3$ threshold and 300 mm/mm$^3$ threshold).
The Logistic regression of Case 2

Figure C.2 Logistic regression curves of case 2 (400 mm/mm$^3$ threshold, 300 mm/mm$^3$ threshold and 200 mm/mm$^3$ threshold).
The Logistic regression of Case 3

Figure C.3 Logistic regression curves of case 3 (400 mm/mm\(^3\) threshold, 300 mm/mm\(^3\) threshold and 200 mm/mm\(^3\) threshold).

The Logistic regression of Case 4

Figure C.4 The Logistic regression curve of case 4 (300 mm/mm\(^3\) threshold).
The Logistic regression of Case 5

Figure C.5 Logistic regression curves of case 5 (800 mm/mm$^3$ threshold, 600 mm/mm$^3$ threshold, 400 mm/mm$^3$ threshold and 300 mm/mm$^3$ threshold).

The Logistic regression of Case 6

Figure C.6 Logistic regression curves of case 6 (800 mm/mm$^3$ threshold and 600 mm/mm$^3$ threshold).
The Logistic regression of Case 7

Figure C.7 Logistic regression curves of case 7 (800 mm/mm\(^3\) threshold, 600 mm/mm\(^3\) threshold, 400 mm/mm\(^3\) threshold and 300 mm/mm\(^3\) threshold).
The Logistic regression of Case 8

Figure C.8 Logistic regression curves of case 8 (800 mm/mm\(^3\) threshold, 600 mm/mm\(^3\) threshold, 400 mm/mm\(^3\) threshold and 300 mm/mm\(^3\) threshold).

The Logistic regression of Case 9

Figure C.9 Logistic regression curves of case 9 (800 mm/mm\(^3\) threshold and 600 mm/mm\(^3\) threshold).
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